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In writing’s spacing, during the trial of the narrative, 
the vertical lines cut the horizontal lines of the newspaper or the book. 
Language cuts, decollates, unglues, decapitates. […]
The art of this text is the air it causes to circulate between its screens.
- Glas

In House of Leaves (2000), Mark Z. Danielewski’s elaborately framed tale of a house which alters shape according to the actions of its inhabitants, we find a large number of pages which are entirely devoted to the iconic representation of space. Sometimes the space is utterly filled by several discourse strands angling their way across the page, textually emulating an actual, spatial labyrinth; sometimes the pages are almost devoid of writing, and what little writing there is on the page is less there for the meaning of the words than to fulfil the iconic function of performing spatial objects and movements: a bullet travelling toward its target, an archway ready to be entered, a staircase descending, a corridor narrowing in on the character moving through it, etc. Very occasionally the page offers an open space that affords a vista beyond the page, or a breathing space for the reader to take a pause from page turning. The main portion of the book is indeed so jammed with text that the reader is fatigued with the very quantity of it and longs for a spell of open whiteness to alleviate the horror vacui one might otherwise become embroiled in.

“Let us space”, the quote from Derrida’s Glas, which recurs in my title, is also one of many epigraphs used in Danielewski’s book. I will argue in this paper that the imperative formulated by Derrida, when applied to Danielewski’s book brings into focus the desire on the part of the author to represent and contain three-dimensional space within the two-dimensional pages of a book, and the parallel desire on the part of the reader to inhabit, understand and ultimately escape the claustrophobic space Danielewski constructs for his readers.

This paper provides analyses of selected instances of representation of space in Danielewski’s novel, with a focus on how words on the printed page come to assume iconic functions, standing for ceilings, stairways, ropes, corridors and other spatial objects. The placement on the pages of these concrete prose icons is discussed and shown to be part of a larger aesthetic programme of causing specific emotions in the reader. The alternating feelings of vertigo and claustrophobia thus produced by the iconic pages contribute greatly to the totality of awe and horror the reader must confront to read this demanding work, and somewhat alleviates the antithetical sensations of tedium and impatience which constantly threatens to interrupt the reading, as the reader slows to a snail’s pace burdened by the weight of footnotes, footnotes to the footnotes, sometimes themselves footnoted…

Essentially Danielewski’s book consists of 736 pages of paratext to a non-existing story. The discourses in the novel all pretend to be responses to a film which does not even exist in the novel’s own diegetic world, and which is virtually absent from the text we read, unseen as it remains, even by the man writing the exegesis of it, and certainly by all other discourse carrying voices in the book. The closest we get to the film is that it is manifested through occasional analytical paraphrase, provided by one of the narrators of Danielewski’s text. This narrative, by a blind man known as Zampanó, is the core text of the work, yet only stands in that central position as a paradoxical supplement to the absent film, “The Navidson Record”, which it functions as a rambling, heavily annotated, commentary on. The ironies involved in having a blind narrator provide a several hundred page long film analysis are impossible to miss, and the presence of the whole Zampanó strand of the novel seems to be fuelled by a desire on Danielewski’s part to satirize and, perhaps, perversely compliment academic discourse for its complexity. 

Zampanó’s analysis is footnoted by a largely autobiographical discourse (on the diegetic level of the character, not the author) produced by a character named Johnny Truant. This inauspicious name appears to be his adopted name, one he embraces as an adversarial self-labelling once his insane mother comes up with it in a limerick in one of her numerous letters from the madhouse (but this we only know at the end of our reading, if indeed we proceed linearly from beginning to end.) Johnny is in many senses circumscribed by adoption, first of all since he is placed in foster care after his mother is committed and his father dies in an accident. The narrative project he undertakes in the novel is also an adopted, second-hand project as he decides to expropriate Zampanó’s manuscript and edit it for publication. Johnny may have believed that in performing this apparently self-less task he might be able to exonerate his own guilt and exorcise the demons in him, created by negligence, abuse and self-abuse, by writing about his life in the confessional mode. He rather quickly discovers that he has merely inherited a new set of demons to complement his own, as Zampanó’s and Navidson’s texts begin to exert their unhealthy influences upon him. Still Johnny struggles valiantly to complete his own narrative and make it subordinate itself to Zampanó’s dusty cataloguing of the meanings and interpretations of Navidson’s “record”. 

Truant’s style is far less sophisticated than Zampanó’s stilted attempt at academe, and it alternates between flat pornographic accounts and attempts at lyrical descriptions of (often drug-induced) emotions and experiences. We are meant to sense that Johnny has a deeply repressed pathological tendency in his psyche which drives him towards self-destruction. It is not until we encounter his mother’s letters from the madhouse that we think we fully understand his background. Here the novel offers us two reading models, one  pre-emptive that we take if we follow the advice of one of Johnny’s footnotes and skip forward to the letters in “Appendix II, E”, the other more linear that we follow if we finish the main narrative strands before we delve into the additional matter buried in the appendices. This choice between linear order and webby hypertextual reading is encountered by the reader on several other levels in the course of the book, and it highlights the tension between order(s) and chaos in the reading of House of Leaves.

A third paratextually manifested discourse is signed by an anonymous editor or editors and exists largely as explanatory footnotes to Johnny’s footnotes. This paratext promises to fill in many of the gaps created by Johnny’s explanation of Zampanó’s already gappy text, and does provide a few helpful translations from languages Johnny claims to have “no clue” of. However, the “Ed.” discourse turns out to be as lacking as any of the other strands of the novel/compendium, often merely explaining that Johnny cannot explain what either his own or Zampanó’s text means.

Surrounding the three main linear discursive strands is an extremely elaborate paratext in the more conventional sense of the word, starting with the front cover, title pages etc., and extending to the back matter of the book and its blurbs and other commercial material. Almost all of this body of paratext is fictional, which is slightly unusual, since many paratextual phenomena conventionally are coded to be read as factual, true, or even legally binding. One example of this is the copyright page which must display certain information in an appropriate manner to meet the legal requirements of publishing, copyright and registration of a book. In the case of House of Leaves, however, much of the info given in the colophon is fictional, including the list of the various editions the book has been released in. Likewise the extensive “Index” is faulty if one tries to employ it in the manner indices normally are intended to be used, namely to provide a factual overview of textual occurrences of specific key terms and figures/characters. Many entries are suppressed or censored from this particular index (of hundreds of mentions of Navidson’s brother Tom, only three are listed in the Index), and others are superfluous or redundant, such as the long list of occurrences of the preposition “for”. 

Other paratext is located in the elaborate system of appendices, giving additional information, illustrations, supplemental texts, epigraphic matter in the form of pithy quotes from theory and fiction. The system of appendices is however destabilized by the presence of one whole, final appendix, signed by the “Editors” and titled “Contrary Evidence”. It seems the “Editors” have decided to let doubt in the credence of the Zampanó and Truant discourses have the last word. However, the material in this appendix is of a nature that makes it indistinguishable from the material in the other appendices, or even Zampanó’s so-called “Exhibits” (of supporting evidence) which stand as the first chunk of additional material. Furthermore, the editors’ “Appendix III” is followed by the “Index” which cannot be said to contain “contrary evidence”, so the finality of the editor’s statement is deconstructed by what follows it. After the “Index” we have a “Credits” page, again fulfilling the legal purpose of obeying copyright regulations, and the presence of such a page, which we as readers feel confident we must read under a non-fiction contract between us and the text, may lead us to finally breathe a sigh of relief at having escaped the House of Leaves (although upon closer examination we will realize that this Credits page is also tainted by fictionality). Such relief is short-lived, however, as the final segment of the book returns us to the story-world, by presenting us a textual icon of the world tree Yggdrasil from Norse mythology, followed by an ekphrastic text about that very tree: 

What miracle is this? This giant tree.
It stands ten thousand feet high
But doesn’t reach the ground. Still it stands.
Its roots must hold the sky.

O
This final textual chunk seems unrelated to the rest of the compendium of discourses in the novel, not least because the identity of the speaker or paper author of this icon and ekphrasis remains unknown to us, unlike most of the discourses we have previously met, which tend to have manifest signatories. It is, however, possible to anchor the Yggdrasil discourse thematically in the main story world, since after all Yggdrasil was perceived as an ash tree in Norse mythology, and the mysterious house which forms the object of fascination in the absent Navidson story-line is located on Ash Tree Lane. One reading of this house which is larger than the world and older than Earth would then of course be to compare it with Yggdrasil, which was perceived by the Norse exactly as the world that bridges the space between Heaven and Hell – an appropriate enough description of the Navidson house. That the Navidson house remains intact at the novel’s end despite many threats by characters of burning it down, also finds a correlate in the Norse mythology, where Ask Yggdrasil shall persist until the day of Ragnarok, where the fire giant Surt will burn the world-tree. The large “O” that forms the last key-stroke in Danielewski’s text would then stand for the globe of earth itself persisting in suspension until that final apocalypse​[1]​. 

Several other pages are iconically construed to bear a similarity to trees, for instance page 425 (the beginning of Navidson’s final exploration of the house, an icon that also prefigures the katabasis or descent into the netherworld of the house or the roots of Yggdrasil, and page 633 which is one of Johnny’s mother’s letters sent to him conveying coded messages she hopes he will eventually pick up on as he grows up. Other of her letters have acrostic encodings allowing for supplemental messages to him, but the most common strategy she employs is to quote in foreign languages which Johnny does not yet master. Several of these quotes are in Old English or Norse (595, which also includes a reference to Johnny as her “little Viking warrior”, and most extensively 601). Of course, many other mythologies figure more prominently in the novel than the Norse, especially the numerous references to the Minotaur, possibly haunting the Navidson house – references which Zampanó elided, but which Johnny has resurrected and let stand sous rature, legible but struck out, so the suggestion here is not that the Norse references are a hidden master key that will unlock the final mysteries of House of Leaves, but rather that this line of interpretation helps convey a clearer sense of Danielewski’s extreme desire for order disguised as chaos. This desire comes to the fore in his predilection for prose icons.

The spatial arrangement of the hidden segments of the Navidson house is reflected in the spatial arrangement of Danielewski’s textual house. His intricate hierarchy of footnotes seems to mimic, combine and improve on other footnote rich narratives such as Vladimir Nabokov’s Pale Fire, Nicholson Baker’s The Mezzanine, and David Foster Wallace’s Infinite Jest, not to mention intricately lay-outed Jewish scriptures such as Talmudic commentaries and Derrida’s Hegel/Genet hagiography, Glas. Still, House of Leaves features so many additional layers of textual experimentation that the list of precursors becomes impossibly long to delve into. Suffice it here to note that already in the radical, metafictional experiments performed by American and especially American immigrant writers in the 1960s, we find extensive use of prose icons and concrete prose techniques which may have served as a source of inspiration for Danielewski. I am thinking here of Fiction Collective 2 writers such as Ronald Sukenick and Raymond Federman, especially the latter, whose novels Take It Or Leave It and Double Or Nothing brim with prose icons meant to evoke his Jewish destiny as one who, unjustly, escaped the gas chamber death he seemed destined for. Possibly Danielewski’s own background with a father who was a Holocaust survivor has meant that he was exposed to Federman’s iconic textual mourning. Certainly further exploration of Danielewski as a Jewish writer seems called for in future analyses of his work. The biographical approach I here hint at could proceed to probe the similarities with the author’s patronymicon (Danielewski, or Danielson, as it would be if it were anglicized) and Navidson’s name, which indicates a displaced Jewishness (the commoner and more overtly Jewish name Davidson seems to ghost the spectral filmmakers name). Numerous references in interviews with the author to his and his sister, rock artist, Poe’s conflicts with the elder Danielewski would indicate that a lot of unresolved Oedipal energy has found its outlet in the work of Mark Z.

After suggesting some possible new contexts for a reading of Danielewski’s novel, I wish to close with a few brief demonstrations of the text’s iconic functions, and a meditation on the state of ordered chaos the author evokes and provokes us with as readers of his labyrinths and corridors of text. Chapter 9 of House of Leaves is entirely given over to a representation of a labyrinthine space. From the invocation of Virgil in the chapter epigraph, cautioning us of “inextricable warnings”, supplemented by two medieval epigraphic texts’ emphasis of two other complementary difficulties, namely those of entering and exiting houses/texts, we realise that the reading we are about to invited to perform will be laborious and resist us. “This is not for you”, we were told already before the introduction began, and if Chapter 9 does not convince us of this, nothing is likely to. In addition to the normal three tiers of footnotes pretending to elucidate textual details, Chapter 9 features further annotation which crawls up the left and right hand margins, occupies squared boxes or screens with blue borders and tinted backgrounds, and features mirror inversed writing, downside up directionality, as well as backwards sequences. These trails or travails of footnotes mainly endeavour to list features of absence: what is NOT found in the house, which houses Navidson’s house does NOT resemble, which photographers it is impossible NOT to consider in the history of representations, etc. The labyrinth thus consists mainly of negative space, blue-screened backgrounds (Hayles’ interpretation of the square inserted boxes mirroring each other on recto and verso page pairs), Minotaur references sous rature, and black pages in the spirit of Sterne’s baroque novel Tristram Shandy.

For the reader wandering inside the maze, the chapter grows increasingly illisible, and the desire for escape by vaulting or bursting through the walls grows with every twist and turn of the volume as one tries to follow the tracks of Navidson and Truant’s almost elided discourses. The claustrophobia of the labyrinthine chapter also haunts Truant who in the next chapter confesses: “Ever since leaving the labyrinth, having had to endure [the] inconclusive nature of the whole fucking chapter, I’ve craved space, light and some kind of clarity.” (Danielewski, 2000: 179, footnote 211) For the wanderer in any labyrinth the space seems chaotic and non-navigable, but for the designer of the labyrinth the space is utterly ordered, adhering to a paradigm of binary choices which in fact is a simple, basic organising principle to follow. Thus order and chaos are shown to be entirely observer dependable entities in Danielewski’s textual labyrinth. The paradox is that Truant, who claims to edit the labyrinth, here succumbs to the apparent complexity of his own design and despairs of its functionality. Ironically, this despair never reaches the author himself who details with enormous pride how he single-handedly taught the staff at Random House how to translate his pencilled designs into computer aided layout of the pages in question. In the McCaffery/Gregory interview in Critique Danielewski is asked whether there is not a footnote missing in this chapter, but he triumphantly finds it, leading him to pronounce flatly, apparently with utter conviction: “There are no errors in the book.” (114) The ultimate creator of the fictional space has restored order even unto the most minor detail.

Several of the iconic textual phenomena start to occur in the next, much more spaced out chapter that also has Truant breathe more easily. The chapter details Navidson’s rescue expedition into the dream house’s lower tiers. The text literally drops to the bottom of the page (159) when the explorers begin their katabasis, and text that from then on hovers at the top of the page invariably refers to events taking place outside the basement level the expedition finds itself on. Space is thus spaced out in separate textual tiers. Other playful textual spacings in this chapter includes the sequence from page 194 to 205 where the words flying in a straight line across the pages emulate the trajectory of a bullet (compared in Zampanó’s discourse to a watching of the Zapruder Kennedy assassination film, frame by frame). We also have a sequence stretching from page 216 to 225, where words imitate a cascade of doors slamming shut down an endless corridor, one by one. These icons of sequentiality through time and space literally speed up the reading to the level where only the mechanics of page turning sets the physical limit for how fast the reader can go. The rescue attempt culminates in Chapter XII with a representation of a rope being stretched as bodies are being hauled up the stairwell leading to relative safety on the upper levels of the house. Pages 293 to 296 illustrate the stretching and drawn out slow-motion horror of the eventual snapping of the rope, shown by fragments of the word “snaps” scattering themselves over the last three pages of that sequence. Here time is decelerated as the tension the reader feels reaches a similar breaking point to that of the fictional rope.

Navidson’s final exploration (Chapter XX) is also rife with iconic effects, including an archway (431), a camera tripod (433) and other textual icons/objects. The highpoint of iconicity of the whole book is, however, reached with Navidson’s desperate attempt at escaping the house with his life intact. In an iconic tour de force, staring with page 425’s tree icon (referred to earlier), we watch Navidson pedal down inclines, attempt to break his bike at the brink of an unfathomable void, clambering up a ladder, and eventually pushing through narrower and narrower textual corridors where the ceiling simultaneously gets lower and lower (443-459). This sequence marks one of the most efficient textual manipulation of the reader I have ever encountered (this is partly, but not exclusively, a function of my own claustrophobia), but other readers may feel the climax comes later when Navidson enters into a long fall, where he and the text representing him loses all sense of direction and ultimately also motion (462-490).

During this fall sequence, Navidson manages to read the whole book we are presently reading, all 736 pages of it, despite the fact that he at the time of his reading it is encased in the book and not done with ‘living’ it textually. This ‘strange loop’ of temporality and causality suspends the empathic effect the reader has hitherto been able to enjoy as a consequence of our brain processing and producing the mimesis of crawling and falling through space. The jarring meta-effect of Navidson’s feat in speed-reading dislodges us from the emotional roller coaster ride Danielewski has taken us on throughout Chapter XX. This seems to be another instance of chaos giving way to auctorial control and ordering, at the expense of the reader’s enjoyment of the disorder and the uncertainty of the outcome of Navidson’s Odyssey.

In conclusion, we can suggest that during the reading of the sequences of textual iconic representation, where the text approaches the medium of film as much as possible, we as readers emote and enjoy ourselves in the textual chaos. The narrative voices are temporarily overcome by the iconic passages, and Zampanó and Truant almost disappear as overt remediators of the Navidson film, which we are then virtually watching in chapters X, XII and XX. At crucial points, Danielewski steps in and closes the flow of images on the screen he himself has supplied us with. The horizontal lines of the book are re-established, and linearity as writerly order restored at his command. All four stories (Navidson’s, Zampanó’s, Johnny’s, Johnny’s mother’s) and all five discourses (the editors’ being the fifth, storyless discourse) reach their ends: Zampanó and Truant’s mother each meet their textual deaths, Johnny and Navidson survive, maimed but redeemed, and the editors continue to edit. Danielewski personally triumphs as director of all the strands of narrative and discourse, but in the belated epitext constituted by his interviews he leaves us with a sour taste of smugness and delusions of grandeur, as a man who accepts no error and already has anticipated any possible interpretation of his oeuvre. 
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^1	  This is my only footnote; Danielewski has 450 in his book: Of the analyses I have seen of Danielewski’s book, none have looked into this line of interpretation (Currently there are only 6 registered entries in the MLA database containing analyses of the book, but I imagine that hundreds of scholars are plugging away simultaneously with my own efforts, combining to create a real literature that will rival the massive construct of fictive literature on The Navidson Record, Danielewski all the while sniggering at us from his basement vantage point). I do not propose that the Yggdrasil angle is in any way superior to the many other mythological, narrative or intertextual approaches forwarded by distinguished scholars such as Kathering Hayles and Larry McCaffery, who have been quick to give critical attention and praise to Danielewski’s work. It does, however, seem that an interpretation which also encompasses the textual end of the novel is called for, despite the fact that postmodern literature is not supposed to privilege closure over free play and disseminated significance. In Danielewski’s case, the desire for closure is actually a thematic presence throughout the book, and a Talmudic strand of interpretation (which I predict will eventually cast more light on the book) indeed leads at least partially in the same apocalyptic direction as the Yggdrasil interpretation. Let it here suffice to suggest that Danielewski’s novel shares the apocalyptic drive towards closure with many post-postmodern works in North American 1990s fiction, not least the work of Douglas Coupland with its same emphasis on multiple local narratives coalescing into post-apocalyptic signification, or that of David Foster Wallace’s post-ironic novels. These authors explore identity creation through narrative on a scale that the irony-driven, paranoid fiction of early postmodernists such as Thomas Pynchon never aspires to.
